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Chapter 1 

Satan Came To Earth, Sir! 

 
“He will turn the hearts of the fathers to their children, and the hearts of the 
children to their fathers; or else I will come and strike the land with a curse.” 

Malachi 4:6 

 

The Mandate of John The Baptist 

John the Baptist had three things to do according to Luke 1:17: 

o   To turn the hearts of the fathers to their children 
o   To turn the disobedient to the wisdom of the righteous 
o   To make ready a people prepared for the Lord 
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Essence :    Fatherlessness has a devastating impact in this world. 

Outcome:  Trainers must have a compelling reason and a heart filled with 
                        compassion to train fathers effectively.  This session puts the 
                        heart into the training 
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Chapter 2 

The Cry of the Children 
Researching the curse of fatherlessness 

 

 

Virtually every major pathology has been linked to fatherlessness. Violent crime, 
drug and alcohol abuse, teen pregnancy, suicide – all correlate more strongly to 
fatherlessness than any other single factor. 

Stephan Baskerville, Howard University  

The Biggest Issue in the World 

Research in many countries over the last 5 years has shown that: 

o   Dysfunctional family life is the biggest problem in the world 
o   Fatherlessness is at the centre of the problem 
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The 4 Primary Global Concerns 

In some countries, unemployment, drugs and violence were added to this list. 

 

 

 

 

 

Men are Responsible for most of the Societal Upheaval 

o  Men commit 90% of major crimes 
o  Men commit nearly 100% of rapes 
o  Men commit 95% of burglaries 
o  Men commit 91% of offenses against the family 
o  Men comprise 94% of drunk drivers. 

Robert Lewis  

o   63% of suicides come from fatherless homes 
o   70% of juveniles in state operated institutions came from fatherless homes 
o   40% of all children do not live with their biological fathers 
o   85% of children with behavioural problems come from fatherless homes 
o   71% of children who do not finish school come from fatherless homes 

www.fathersforlife.org 
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The Scourge of Divorce 

o   In Moscow (Russia) church leaders estimate the divorce rate at 87% 
o   The Xhosa tribe in SA:  children go to the grandmother if the husband wants a new 

wife without children 
o   São Paulo (27 million people): divorce up in 2011 with 268%. 
o   The American Census Bureau:  2.4 million divorces in 2012. 

 

The Effects of Father Involvement 
Findings from the Father Involvement Research 

Sarah Allen, PhD and Kerry Daly, PhD University of Guelph 

 

Cognitive Development 

o   Infants of highly involved fathers are more cognitively competent at 6. 
o   Fathers talk with toddles is characterized by more wh – (e.g. “what, where” etc.) 

questions, which requires children to assume more communicative responsibility 
in the interaction. 

Emotional Development and Well-Being 

Children with involved fathers usually: 

o   Display a greater tolerance for and ability to handle strange, stressful and 
frustrating situations 

o   Experience less emotional distress 
o   Display fewer expressions of negative emotionality such as fear and guilt. 
o   Father involvement is positively correlated with children’s overall life satisfaction 

and their experience of less depression. 
o   Fewer conduct problems 
o   Higher levels of self-reported happiness 
o   Fewer anxiety symptoms and lower neuroticism 

Social Development 

o   Father involvement is positively correlated with: 
-   Children’s overall social competence 
-   Social initiative and maturity 
-   Positive peer relations and general popularity 

o   Children who felt close to their involved fathers are more likely to: 
-   Have long term, successful marriages 
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-   Be satisfied with their romantic partners in midlife 
-   Have more successful intimate relationships 
-   Be less likely to divorce 
-   Have a greater sense of social competence 

Physical Development 

o   Children who live without their fathers are more likely to experience health 
related problems. 

o   Unmarried, cohabiting parents and unmarried parents living apart are 1.76 and 
2.61 times ,respectively, more likely to have their child diagnosed with asthma 

o  Marital disruption after birth is associated with a 6-fold increase in the likelihood 
a child will require and emergency room visit and 5-fold increase of an asthma 
related emergency 

o   Obese children are more likely to live in father absent homes than non-obese 
children 

Spiritual Development 

o   The image of God children has at 6 years old is derived from the image they carry 
of their own father: 

-  The absent father portrays an absent God 
-  The disconnected father portrays a disconnected God 
-  The permissive father portrays a permissive God 
-  The neglecting father portrays a neglecting God 
-  The emotional father portrays an emotional God 

o  We are God with skin on for our children! 

Action Box 
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 Essence:   

1) The transfer of statistical data to show the enormity of the problem.  
2) To show how each dimension of the life of a child can be impacted by 

the absence of the father. 

Outcome:  Trainers are capacitated by general knowledge on the vastness and 
                        the impact of fatherlessness. 
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Chapter 3 

Every Season Counts 
Understanding the critical rhythms of life 

 

People Impact Through life 

 

Home Phase 
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Group-Adventure Phase 

 

 

Stepping-Out-And-Up Phase 

 

Half Time 
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Common Characteristics of the First Part of the Success Season 

A rushed life; A passionate life; Warrior mode; Accepting responsibility; Hyper focus; 
Accumulation 

Common Characteristics of the Last Part of the Success Season 

Facing reality; The home/work tension; Success panic; Success loses its luster;  
Desire signigicance 
Epiphany – We enter a period of critical questions and realizations: 
o  We start yearning for more than success. 
o  We face questions like, “What have I lost with all that I have gained?  What could I 

lose in order to gain in the future?” 
o  We realize that we don’t just want achievements, we want to leave a legacy. 
o  We ask ourselves, “What is stopping me from engaging in my true calling?” 

Halftime (43-48 years) 

At halftime you should ask yourself the following essential questions: 
o   For what do I want to be remembered? 
o  What will my life look like if it turns out the way I hoped it would? 
o   How much money is enough? 
o   Is what I am doing with my life now what I want to be doing with it 10 years from 

now? 
o   Am I living a balanced life? 
o   Am I becoming the person I want to be? 
o  What is the primary loyalty in my life? 
o  Where do I seek inspiration and mentors for my life? 
o  What kind of relationship do I have with my family and friends? 
o  What have the benefits and drawbacks been? 
o   If I carry on as before, what does the future hold? 
o  What epitaph would I wish for my grave? 

Three Ways to Live Life From Halftime 

o  With indifference: 
      Leaves you apathetic, bringing little satisfaction and often regret 
o  With indulgence: 
     Seeking personal satisfaction through possessions and acknowledgement, often 

leaving you with a sense of emptiness 
o  With influence: 
     Focused on the transformation of others, satisfaction is gained through seeking 

benefit for others 
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Finishing Well (71 until your last day) 

The majority of people in this phase move into survival mode. 
We should build a legacy to further the cause we support as soon as possible. 

Why Have I Missed It? 

If we get distracted in our own interests throughout life: 

o   The specific windows of opportunity for biggest impact on the lives of our children 
are very easy to miss. 

o  We could wake up one day with regrets at having missed all the best moments to 
invest in our children. 

 

Action Box 
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Essence: Because a father is a life-coach, he needs to understand the 
essence of the various seasons of life. 

Outcome:   The trainer must be able to advise fathers on what to attend to 
in every season of the development of his child. 
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Chapter 4 

The Father Wound Revealed And Healed 
Bonding in weakness and healing towards strength 

 

What did my father do at home? 

If I describe my father’s moral condition, I will say he was: 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

My father transmitted the following aspects of identity to me: 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

The atmosphere that my father created at home was: 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

My father affirmed me by: 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

My father’s relationship with my mother can be described as: 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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My father’s relationship with us children can be described as: 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

In what other areas of your life you feel your father has failed you? 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

What do you see in your life as consequences of this? 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are you currently doing to rectify this? 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

Mother and Father Wounds and the Insecurities they leave us with 

Mother Wounds 

Neglect of Impartation of Intimacy 

o   I struggle with opening up emotionally 
o  When people come to close to me emotionally, I pull back 
o   I often feel lonely as if I am on an island 
o   I withdraw to a lonely place to get space between me and others 
o   I stand at the door of people’s lives, but seldom enter into the inner chambers 

emotionally 
o   I show signs of an orphan spirit, feeling I do not belong 
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Neglects of Nurture and Care from Mother 

o   I have serious bouts of fear 
o   I feel lonely in my pain 
o   I do not need any-one else to share my pain with 
o   I react with strong emotions when I feel my spouse is not sensitive about my 

feelings 

Neglect of Social Guidance 

o   I am ignorant of the lives/intricacies of others around me 
o   I struggle to think and function broader than my own world 
o   I score low on emotional intelligence when it comes to being connected to 

emotions of others 
o   I score low on emotional intelligence when it comes to managing the emotions of 

others  

Neglect of Demonstration of Validation 

o   I struggle with the supporting of others 
o   I struggle to play “second fiddle” 
o   I struggle with submission 
o   I struggle with moving others to support a cause that is not my initiative 

Father Wounds 
Moral Authority 
o   I have a need for knowing between right and wrong 
o   No-one showed me how to lead 
o   I do not know absolute norms 
o   I cannot apply delayed gratification (I want it now) 
o   I struggle to stand under authority 
o   I want to do things my way 

Identity 

o   I do not know where I belong / fit (orphan spirit) 
o   I do not know my unique significance 
o   I am plagued by insecurities 
o  My work becomes my identity 
o   I do not know who I am; I have identity confusion 
o   I mask my real self (Adopting a different identity that will be accepted) 
o   I am aggressively defensive when criticized 
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Emotional Security 

o   I feel that probably deserve nothing 
o   I can never get enough attention/care; I have attention addiction 
o   I support the underdog 
o   I do not know my real feelings 
o   I try to earn respect/love by trying to prove that I am good enough 

Affirmation 

o   I do not feel I have any contribution to make 
o   Compliments are observed with suspicion 
o   I always feel uncertain 
o   I always question myself 
o   I try to impress people all the time 
o   I struggle with immaturity 

 

 

Action Box 
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Healing of the Mother and Father Wounds 

A.  Own the Problem 
o   You have to identify the wound, know where it came from and why it caused so 

much pain, then understand what damage it caused in your life. 
o   You have to acknowledge that you have a father wound and that you want to get 

it healed. 
o   Name the wound:  e.g., “My father has done this or that” or “My father has 

neglected to do this or that.” 
o   Name the unfulfilled need by stating it verbally:  Say clearly what you wanted 

to hear/see/experience from your father.  To get this crystallised you may need to 
write a letter to your father without delivering it. 

o   Face the facts about the impact of the wound:  Acknowledge if it created anger 
in you towards him, life or God, and acknowledge if any other related symptoms 
are present in your life like passivity, escapism, procrastination, outbursts, gossip. 

 

B.  Forgive the Person 

Forgiveness is not a weak surrender.  It is a strong act of writing off the debt of 
someone else and deciding to pay the price yourself.  This is why taking authority 
over the transgression first is important; to then swing it from “you owe me” towards 
“I owe you” is the hard-self-sacrificial act of forgiveness. 

Discard undue expectations of your father: This asks for reasonable realism of 
what your father had to deal with when he dealt you the wound and an 
understanding that he, though flawed, “tried his best.” 

Take authority over any negative spiritual impact your father wound could have 
caused in your life and over any power or habit that may hinder you to conquer your 
wound: 
The crucifixion and resurrection of Christ are the acts of God on our behalf to 
“conquer the grave” of our sins, the sins of others and the power of all transgressions 
over our lives.  State clearly: “Because I partake in the power of God’s victory over 
sin, in his name I will conquer this attack on my spiritual health.” 

Apply forgiveness: 
Here forgiveness for your father or the pleading of the blood of Christ over 
generational sins may be needed. 
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C.  Step into Inner Victory 
o   Allow God to have the only right to make you happy or sad. 
o   Accept that God has chosen your parents for you to prepare you for what he wants 

to do through you. 
o   Decide to capture all thoughts and make them obedient to Christ (change 

negative thoughts into positive) 
o   Exchange has four steps: 
-‐   Say how the father wound makes you feel. 
-‐   Say what you normally would say/do when you feel like that.  What is your 

downward spiralling destructive pain cycle? 
-‐   Say what the Biblical truth is about you. 
-‐   Say what your action will be because of this Biblical truth. 
-‐   Find actions that connect with your new patterns of thought and practice them 

until they become habits. 
o   Know this is a journey of repetitive healing episodes. 
o   Ask for the control of the Spirit over your life so that the flesh can be combatted. 
o   Identify behaviour and thoughts in yourself that inhibit your own growth and 

work actively to change that with the support of a mentor or accountability 
partner. 

 

D. Walk Together 

Many people don’t experience total restoration, because they are so 
individualized.  Churches help many to personal commitments, but the process 
of discipleship, which means ‘practising Jesus together,” is not followed through. 

o   Fight against pride or self-pity and ask someone to keep you accountable. 
o   Set your mind to use your healing wounds as a healing balm for the wounds of 

others. 
o   Spend time in healthy relationships with older men(mentors) that could model 

fatherhood to you. 
o   Become the father you never had. 
o   Life-coach other fathers into authentic fatherhood. 
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Essence:    Insecurities, due to mother and father wounds, plague the lives of 
                       parents. 
Outcome:  
1. Trainers must be able to help fathers to recognise their own mother and father 

wounds. 
2. Trainers must be able to help fathers understand where (from what age and 

from what neglect) these wounds come from. 
3. Through the training fathers should be equipped to avoid inflicting father 

wounds on their children. 
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Chapter 5 

Real Manhood, Real Fatherhood 
Dissecting the culture-caricature of man 

The Conventional Understanding of Manhood 
 

His identity is equated with a “position”: 
A man is what he does, not who he is. 
His value is earned:   
He must out-think, out-play and out-earn others. 
His goal is success: 
Often at the expense of his marriage, his children and meaningful, close 
relationships. 
His reward is power: 
Personal wealth and affluence. 
 

A Real Man 
A real man is a man who courageously stands by his convictions in  

challenging times. 

 

When God Created Man, He Wanted To… 

o   Extend His ruler ship, will and nature from heaven to earth 
o  Manifest His glorious character, wisdom, righteousness and judgement in earth 

realm... through the facilitating leadership of mankind. 
o   Extend His heavenly government on earth and influence earth from heaven 

through mankind. 

Man Had To… 

o   Execute God’s will on earth as it is in heaven. 
o   Colonize/invade earth with heaven – a visible expression of an invisible world. 

The Cost of Being a Man 
“We are called to be people of conviction, not conformity; of moral nobility, not 
social respectability.  We are commanded to live differently and according to a 
higher loyalty.” 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 
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A Real Man 
A real man is someone who lifts the bar for himself and others from the 

mediocre to the level of nobility, the music of eternity. 

 

Accepting Responsibility 

Sir, on your question, “What is the problem with the world today?” 
I am! 
Yours truly, 

GK Chesterton 
 

A Real Man 
Real men take up responsibility and execute it with sincere intentionality. 

A Real Man 
Real men reject passivity with energetic initiation and implementation. 

 

The Four Responsibilities of Fathers: 

A father establishes authority 
A father confers identity 
A father provides security 
A father affirms potential 
 

Action Box 
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Essence:   The conventional understanding of manhood is replaced by a new 
                       understanding of manhood. 
Outcome: Trainers should help fathers with a mind-switch towards creating a new 
                       benevolent culture of manhood. 
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Chapter 6 

A Father Establishes Moral Authority 
Taking the low road to the high ground 

Part 1 
Moral Authority 

1. Submission to a higher loyalty 

Pure authority comes from a self-denying submission to a higher mission and 
loyalty.  As we see in Luke 22:26-27: 
“Those who are the greatest among you should take the lowest rank, and the leader 
should be like a servant…  For I am among you as one who serves.” 

Jesus Submitting to Authority 

o   By myself I can do nothing. (John 5:30) 
o   I do nothing on my own, but speak just what the Father has taught me (John 8:28) 
o   I am not seeking glory for myself. (John 8:50) 
o   I seek not to please myself, but Him who sent me. (John 5:30) 
o   I do not accept praise from men. (John 5:41) 
o   I did not come to be served, but to serve. (Mark 10:45) 

2. Authority Intend to Bring Benefit to Others 

Pure authority comes from a pure selfless intention to bestow the benefits of the 
authority to those under your authority. 

Deuteronomy 6:1-9: 
These are the commands, decrees and laws the Lord your God directed me to teach 
you: 

o   So that you may enjoy long life, 
o   So that it may go well with you, 
o   So that you may increase greatly in a land flowing with milk and honey. 

Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your 
strength. 

Impress them in your children.  Talk about them [always]… 
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3. Moral Authority has Clarity to it. 

He who does not know and does not know that he does not know, 
is asleep – wake him up 

He who does not know and knows that he does not know,  
Is a child – teach him 

He who knows and does not know that he does not know, 
Is a fool – avoid him 

He who knows and knows that he knows, 
Is wise – follow him! 

- Anonymous – 

The A, B, C and D towards clarity: 

A.   Avoid ways that create a soft mind 

SOFT MIND TOUGH MIND 
Gullibility towards advertisements Know your values that determine your 

decisions 
Uncritical acceptance of the printed 
and spoken word 

Critically sifting real truth by the Word 
and Spirit and wise discernment 

Irrational fears Selfless fear of God and what could 
harm society 

Fear of change Using change for common good 
Fear of knowledge (science) Inviting new knowledge 
Fear of questions/doubts Dealing with all questions 
Stereotyping/prejudices No boxing of anyone 

 

B. Be attentive to the inner voice 

o   The low road to mediocrity = a life determined by cultural software (the norms of 
the culture). 

o   The high road to greatness = a life of obedience to the inner voice, convinced of 
our significant uniqueness. 

o  We choose every day to either listen to or ignore the “inner voice” that can take us 
from mediocrity to greatness. 
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C. Create centripetal understanding 

Knowledge is centrifugal 

 

 

 

 

 

Wisdom is centripetal 

 

Wisdom Discovery Questions 

“Dad, why do you work?” 
“Dad, what is life all about?” 
“Dad, what are the five most important things to know in life?” 
“Dad, why do you love Mommy?” 
 

D. Define your purpose in life 

See part two for your life purpose statement. 

W
IS

DO
M

 

KN
O

W
LE

DG
E 

Essence:     Moral authority is often misunderstood. Here moral authority is defined in 
                        a new way. 
Outcome: Trainers should be able to convince fathers to serve children (not boss over 
                       them) through a moral authority that has conviction, but not arrogance. 
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Part 2 

The clarity of purpose 

Knowing the mission 

o   Children should know why knowing our mission is important. Choosing core 
principles that give the “pulse” of our life’s orientation. Core values expressed 
through simple key mottos which the family should often repeat: 
1.  Wisdom starts with humility 
2.  Life is not to get, but to give. 
3.  If you seek holiness, you will find lasting happiness. 
4.  Selfless love is the mightiest power in the world. 

Missio Dei 

Moral authority comes from being aligned to a higher calling, a higher calling to be 
part of God’s mission. 

 

Primary Calling 

o   Our primary purpose is to follow God and his instructions as He works through us 
towards the completion of his mission. 

o   Life is about God being on a mission. 
o   Become part of God’s mission! 

Action Box 
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Submitting to God’s Mission and not my own 

 

 

Secondary Calling 

The thing is to understand myself, to see what God really wants me to do; the thing 
is to find the truth which is true for me, to find the idea for which I can live and die! 

Soren Kierkegaard 
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1.   My purpose is determined by God 
Ask the following three questions to help clarify what God’s current mission is: 
1.  What is the all-encompassing mission of the Father and where is He now in His 

mission? 
2.  What would the main thing Jesus attends to be if He were in our shoes and living 

in our world today? 
3.  What are the promptings of the Holy Spirit that I sense? What are the things I am 

constantly reminded of that will make a beneficial difference to the world? 

Now complete the very essential sentence: 

“God wants to restore the world by........................” 

 

2.   My context calls for: 
Needs Opportunities 

  
  
  

 

3a. Passion for people 
Infants Executives Sport people Elderly 
Teen moms Prisoners Poor Young married 
Divorced Children Unemployed Artists 
Career woman Single Parents Hospitalised Empty nesters 
Other faiths Widowed Youth Disabled 
Orphans (Ex)military Farmers Leaders 
College students Others Singles  
Refugees Business people Professionals  
Parents Homeless Educators  

 

3b. Passion for issues 
Environment Sport Family Technology 
Violence Domestic abuse Literacy Abortion 
Education Child care Medical Care Church 
Discipleship AIDS Homosexuality Arts 
Economy Injustice Politics Other 
Homelessness Addictions Racism  
Poverty Reaching the lost International  
Hunger Crime Corruption  
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Passion... 

The most significant thing I’ve ever done is... 

 
 
 

 
3c. Gifts 

Administration Counselling Service 
Hand skills Wisdom Arts 
Discernment Organisation Leadership 
Reshaping mind-sets Pioneering initiatives Motivation 
Sharing Creative Training 
Hospitality Communication Sport 
Knowledge Encouragement Connecting people 
Compassion Writing  

 
3d. Skills 

Analysing Teaching Organising 
Coaching Manual Skills Performing (arts) 
Designing Managing people Researching 
Implementation Managing Projects Strategic design 
Marketing Writing Technical skills 
Persuading Creating Managing numbers 
Recruiting Influencing others Managing money 
Speaking Leading  

 
3e. My life story impacted by people/events/decisions indicate that... 

o   I often find myself n leading positions 
o   I often find myself helping needy people 
o   I often find myself encouraging people 
o   I have always been the ‘life of the party’ 
o   I have always been the organizer of events 
o   I have always been the initiator of things 
………………………………………………………….. 
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Purpose Statement: 
o   Get your specific target group! 
o   Formulate your desired outcome! 
o   Choose the verb that encapsulates your preferred action with them. 
o   Decide on the vehicle with which you to reach your destination. 
 

Verb 
Train Be a tree for 
Facilitate Be a clutch for 
Motivate Care for 
Build Comfort 
Energize Empower 
Cultivate …………………………. 

 
Purpose Statement: 
I intend/purpose to .................. (verb) ..................................... 
The ..............(target group) ...................................................... 
From .....................(current status of the target group) .......... 
To ..........................(the outcome you desire) ......................... 
Through the means of ..............................(the vehicle)........... 
 

“This is the true joy of life”…being used for a purpose … a mighty one! 
My life belongs to the whole community.  I want to be thoroughly used up when 

I die! Life is a sort of splendid torch…..I want to make it burn as brightly as 
possible before handing it on to future generations!” 

~George Bernard Shaw – 

Life Purpose Statement 
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Part 3 

How to develop moral authority 
 

The key disciplines necessary to develop moral authority are: 
A.   To submit to the moral authority of the Word of God. 
B.   To allow the Spirit of God to take control. 
C.   To purify and obey the conscience. 
D.   To say no to immoral activities. 
E.   To submit to accountability. 

A.  Saturated by the Word 
A father must be saturated by the Word so the Word is the filter of all his decisions: 

o   Your Word is a lamp to my feet and a light for my path. (Psalm 119:105) 
o   All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and 

training in righteousness, so that the man of God may be thoroughly equipped for 
every good work. (2 Timothy 3:16,17) 

B. Authority comes from living by the Spirit 
The Holy Spirit writes the moral code on our spirit. 

We must know: 

o   Nothing good can happen without the Spirit. (John 15:5) 
o  We have to orient our life from the presence and control of the Spirit (Romans 8:5, 

Galatians 5:25) 

Essence:   People with a clear understanding of their purpose in life, permeate 
                     authority. 
Outcome: Trainers should be able to help fathers discover their calling in life 
                       and train them to help their wives and children to discover theirs. 
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o  We need to allow the Spirit to renew us from the inside out. (John 4:14, Galatians 
5:25) 

o  We must obey the Spirit so that the Spirit can renew the world through us. (John 
7:38, Acts 1:8) 

 

The Spirit and Flesh are in constant war 
 

      Living from the Spirit                      Living from the Flesh 
All things under Christ  

(Ephes. 1:10) 
All under own control  

(Luke 12:15-21) 
Living for God’s purposes  

(Acts 20:24) 
Cravings, lust and boastings of the world 

(1 John 2:15-16) 
Seek first the Kingdom  

(Mat. 6:33) 
Lovers of pleasure  

(1Tim. 3:4) 
Mind on things above  

(Col. 3:2) 
Life orientated from desires  

( 1 Pet. 1:14) 
Selfless  

(Gal. 5:24) 
Self-seeking  
(2 Tim. 3:2) 

Love for God and others  
(Gal 5:1, 22) 

Pride and Jealousy  
(Gal. 5:26) 

Led by the Spirit  
(Gal. 5:16, 22) 

Passions and desires  
(Gal. 5:24) 

Spirit and truth  
(John 4:23,24) 

Sinful Nature  
(Gal. 5:17) 

 

Obedience vs Being led by desires 
o   Obedience to the voice of the Word and the Spirit is quintessential if the Father is 

to establish moral authority in us. 
o   Obedience to the law is tough and hard, but obedience to the dynamics of love is 

never hard. 
o  When I am with someone I have the utmost admiration for, I don’t mind doing 

whatever is needed to give the person joy. 
o   Obedience to the Word and Spirit is allowing the Spirit to flow through me; it is 

surrendering to the Word. 

 
 
 
 
 

Gal	  5:17	  
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Conclusion: Children need to hear that your answer comes from the Spirit. 
(Laboratory not Pharmacy) 

 

C. Purifying the conscience 
Purifying the conscience means to regularly: 

o   Use the light of the Word to shine into the deepest corners of our life. (Psalm 139: 
23-24) 

o   Ask God to reveal all egocentric conduct and motives in our lives. 
o   Ask God to reveal all unknown sin. 
o   Confess all known sin very specifically and also ask forgiveness for unknown sin. 
o   Ask God to make us conscious of His voice on a daily basis. 
o   Ask God to show us where we have not obeyed certain instructions of His. 
o   Ask those at our “table of support” to question the reasons why we do things. 
o   Allow those at our “table of support” to question us concerning all acts of 

obedience that we may have avoided. 
o   Step into obedience. 

Our aim in examining the conscience is: 
o   To be conformed to Christ. 
o   To think God’s thoughts after Him. 
o   To desire the things He desires. 
o   To love the things He loves. 
o   To will the things He wills. 

“But since God is with us in the search, we are listening more than we are defending... 
If the examination is solely self-examination, we will always end up with excessive 
blame or praise.” 

Richard Foster 
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o  Moral authority is demonstrated when actions are synchronised with a purified 
conscience. 

o   Our actions are in constant defiance of our conscience and our common sense. 
How many times have you discovered people who know what to do, but they just 
do not do it? 

o   The problem is not in the hearing, it is in the obeying of the Spirit. (Carlos Juan 
Ortiz) 

o   A father’s actions are to be synchronised with a purified conscience. 

D. Confronting Immoral Activities 

o  Moral authority is demonstrated by those who intentionally avoid and confront 
immoral activities. 

o   Fathers with moral authority say no to what is wrong. Consider your culture and 
identify five common things to which you must say  no. 

“Fight vigorously the evils of the world in a humble and loving spirit. The 
transformed nonconformist, moreover, never yields to the passive sort of patience 
which is an excuse to do nothing.” 

Martin Luther King 

E. Moral authority grows in submission to accountability 

o  Moral authority grows in submission to accountability. 
o  When fathers demonstrate accountability, they set a great example for the 

children to do the same. 
o   The intent of the father should never be to show he is always right, but only to 

show that he has a sincere desire to do the right thing. 
o   If he invites everyone to help him with this, the attitude of his children will be 

open, approachable and teachable. 

Here is the approach to submission I have for myself. I submit to: 

o   God revealing my sin 
o  My wife for domestic responsibilities 
o  My son for sexual purity 
o  My daughter for my attitude towards my wife. 
o  My mentor for.... 
o  My enemy for.... 
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I submit to my mentors 

o  We all have to have at least one person that has been given the mandate to say 
“No” to us, whom we will unreservedly obey. 

o   If you have no one on earth who you obey, you will struggle to obey God when he 
directs differently to what you would want to hear. 

o   It is particularly essential that I have someone whom my wife can approach – 
someone who can pull me into line! 

I submit to my mentors to keep me accountable in all the dimensions of my life: 

o   Spiritually 
o  Mentally 
o   Physically 
o   Emotionally 
o   Environmentally 

Four specific facets of my life are essential to be accounted for: 

o  My finances 
o  My sensitivity to different cultures 
o  My spiritual disciplines 
o  My physical condition 

 

Action Box 
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Essence:   Moral authority can be developed by a certain disposition and 
                      exercises/activities/disciplines. 

Outcome: Trainers should be able to convince fathers to train themselves in the 
                       development of moral authority and to give them practical advice of how to do 
                       this. 
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Part 4 
A father should assume the disciplinary responsibility 

Different disciplinary influences 

o   Discipline by example 
o   Spiritual discipline 
o   Discipline by affirmation 
o   Self-discipline 
o   Holistic discipline 
o   Collective discipline 
o   Corrective discipline 

Disciplinary values in Hebrews 12:7-11 

1.  Tough love is the only really love 
2.  Rules and the importance of obedience should be stated often 
3.  The intention of discipline is spiritual maturity 

 
The Reuben Hill Case Study 
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10 Basic disciplinary rules 

1.  Understand the world of your child! (e.g. Pulling at your trousers) 
2.  Understand different temperaments. 
3.  Stay emotionally connected with the child. A small eye movement may then reap 

the right results. 
4.  Only say “NO”! when it is really necessary. 
5.  Do discipline with your child, not to your child. 
6.  Never discipline as outbursts of anger. Control your anger! 
7.  Only discipline disobedience and immoral actions and as safety precaution. 
8.  Always give two warnings. 
9.  Be super patient between 5 – 7pm. 

10.  Always debrief after the disciplining: 
o   Give the reason why 
o   Re-affirm your love to the child 
o   Re-state the rules 

Practicing community on discipline 

1.  Name a few types of discipline in the group and discuss the benefits and dangers 
of each. 

o   Spanking 
o   Sending to room/bathroom 
o   Standing in corner 
o  Withholding privileges 
2.  What is your preferred form of discipline? 
3.  Spanking 
o  When is spanking appropriate 
o  What is appropriate to spank with? 
o  What age should spanking stop? 
o   Spanking boys and girls? 
4.  Make sure you and your spouse have a clear policy of discipline 

“Your children will become what you are; so be what you want them to be.” 
 David Bly 
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Essence:    Children should benefit from the discipline of their parents. 

Outcome: Trainers should be able to train fathers in how to discipline their 
                       children in such a way that it will shape their lives beneficially. 
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Chapter 7 
A Father Confers Identity 

Moving from identity confusion to clarity 
 
Fathers should: 
o   Avoid identity confusion 
o   Filter the past 
o   Choose and inculcate the right family values 
o   Select the family friends with the right DNA 
o   Help children to make the right choices 
o   Guide the family mission 
 
Part1 
Identity confusion 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
The Segregated Self 
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How do we shorten the gap between the true me and the actual me 
o   Believe that the world needs your inner voice more than your outer performance. 
o   Face and deal with the fears of being who you are. 
o   Sharpen the listening to your conscience. 
o   Act with immediate obedience to the voice of your conscience. 
o   Do not shy away from the intimacy or confrontation of a life truly lived. 
 
How do we shorten the gap between the actual me and the presented me 
o   Do not lose yourself and your unique significance in an effort to be acceptable. 
o   Do not fall into the snare of a performance trap. 
o   Do not allow pride to pull you into an image that satisfies the flesh, but does not 

benefit the soul. 
o   Unmask yourself to ensure transparency. Ask people close to you to reveal your 

blind spots to you. (Johari window) 
o   Invite mentors and soul mates to keep you accountable to express your true self. 
o   Love people truly and unconditionally so that their response does not determine 

your attitude or behaviour. 
o   Serve the needs (not the wants) of others selflessly so that satisfying yourself by 

pleasing others will not be the driving force of your life. 
 

The Johari Window 

 
 
How do we shorten the gap between the actual me and the perceived me 
o   No one can fully control the perceived me since stereotypes plague every culture. 
o   Do not allow others to pull you into their mold or stereotype. 
o  Make sure you know who you are, by understanding the fundamentals of your 

identity. 
o  Make sure that you know the imprint you want to leave on the lives of people and 

be intentional about it. 
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Knowing your identity means knowing who you are not 
o   Defining identity often requires us to define the things we do not adopt as part of 

our identity. 
 
“The tendency of most is to adopt a view that is so ambiguous that it will include 
everything and so popular that it will include everybody.” 

Martin Luther King 
 
As Christians, we have two distinct yet integrated identities 
o   Primary Identity: I am a Christian – a child of the living God! 
o   Secondary Identity: A man with a past, a present and a future! 

 

Essence:   People live with identity confusion due to a segregated self instead of a 
                     converged self-concept. 
Outcome: Trainers should be able to explain why we have identity confusion and 
                      how we should work towards expressing our true identity. 
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Part 2 

Primary Identity 
He calls me son 

 
o   For in Christ all the fullness of the Deity lives in bodily form, and You have been 

given fullness in Christ, who is the head over every power and authority. 
(Colossians 2:9,10) 

o   For you died, and your life is now hidden with Christ in God. When Christ, who is 
your life, appears, then you will also appear with Him in Glory! (Colossians 3:3,4) 

o   You are no longer a slave, but a son; and since you are a son, God has made you 
also an heir! (Galatians 4:7) 

 

 

Essence:    We are first and foremost children of God 
Outcome: Trainers should be able to convince fathers on how to help their children 
                       understand that they are primarily children of God with the vital 
                       implications accompanying that. 
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Part 3 

Secondary Identity 
What is identity? 

 
Owning a filtered past 

Things you cannot choose/filter Things you can choose/filter 
o   Your fingerprint o   Adapt to biological constraints 
o   Your DNA o  What part of culture you associate with 
o   Your height o   Values of your parents 
o   Color of your skin, eyes o   How you decide to react to experiences 

etc. 
o   Your parents  
o   Experiences  
 
Past:     What I inherit 
Present:   The values I associate with 
Present:   The friends I associate with 
Present:   The choices I make 
Future:   What I dream/plan to become 
 
Culture affects values 
“Parents cannot, as they once did, rely on the culture to reinforce home values. In 
fact, they can expect that many of the cultural forces influencing their children will 
be actively undermining those values”. 

William Kilpatrick 
Values are the filters of decisions 

 

 
 

Values 
Choose the 5 most important core guiding values that you would want to live by? 
Use the list below to stimulate your thinking. 
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My Family Values 
o   Empowering others (serving the poor has progressed to empowering the poor) 
o   Being exceptional as Kingdom people (our intentional involvement in discipleship 

is helping us best with this) 
o   Integrity (here transparency is key for us) 
o   Exposure (we want to learn constantly). 
o   Intercultural enrichment (40 cultures enrich our lives yearly). 
 
“You cannot grow noble in the society of those who never feel a noble sentiment or 
give birth to a fine thought; whose talk is of sport, or intrigue, or cattle, or money; 
whose one ambition is fine company, and whose god is gold.” 

Joseph Excell 
 

Value Sets 
Set 1 Set 2 

Absolute Truth Relative Truth 
Integrity Image 
Interdependence Individualism 
Social Involvement Social Isolation 
Service Self-survival 
Energetic Participation Passive observance 
Originality/Creativity Imitation 
Constant Reorientation Thoughtless business 
Skill and Care Haste and ease 
Self-control Impulsiveness 
Long Range Perspective Instant gratification 
Productivity Unproductivity 
Occupation as Vocation/Calling Occupation for survival 
Profit as means to further security Profit as the ultimate goal 
Honesty  Dishonesty 
Family ties important No family responsibility 

 
Select family friends with the right DNA 
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The table of support roles 
1.  The mentor – he is the person who is our whole life coach. 
2.  The mentee – he is the person who we do whole life coaching with. 
3.  The coach – he or she is someone who trains us in a specific skill. 
4.  The trainee – he or she is someone who we train in a specific skill. 
5.  The hero – he or she is someone who we have the highest admiration for, though 

we may not be able to become like this person. 
6.  The family member – he or she is the person in the family who has very close 

emotional intimacy with us. 
7.  The inner circle – he is the friend who is a real soul mate (same gender). 
8.  The validator – he is the person who will take the baton of our mission in life and 

run with it after we have died. 
9.  Counter culture friend – Learning about life from another point of view. 

 

 
 

“The strongest principle of growth lies in human choice.” 
George Elliot 
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Choices Determine identity 

 

 
 
Choices must be implemented 
o   Imagination x Implementation = innovation  
o   Normal vision x No implementation = No result 

5 x 0 = 0 
o   Huge vision x No implementation = No result 

110 x 0 = 0 
o   Small vision x Implementation = Results 

3 x 2 = 6 
    Scott Belsky, “Making ideas happen” 
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A father confers identity by 
1.  Helping his children to sift the past and hold only on to the beneficial part of their 

heritage. 
2.  Holding on to the right values, associating with the right friends and 

implementing the right choices in the present. 
3.  Directing his children to stay the course of the beneficial mission they have 

embarked on. 
 
 

Essence:    Our secondary identity is determined by a filtered past, present factors 
                       like values, friends and choices and by our purpose in life. 
Outcome: Trainers should be able to help fathers to know how to help their 
                       children to choose and live with the right, unique identity. 
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Chapter 8 
A Father Provides Security 
Walking the journey from fear to love 

 
Fathers should provide security in and through: 
o   Conviction / discipline 
o   Values 
o   Friends 
o   Choices 
o   Direction 
o   Creating an environment of love 
o   Emotional stability 
o   Communication 
o   Physical Safety 

 
The name of the Lord is a strong tower; the righteous run into it and are safe! 

        Proverbs 18:10 
 

 
Fathering that creates fear, shame and guilt 

Expectations based love creates fear 
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Fathering that creates a NO FEAR environment 

 
A.   How we love 

o   I expect you to make me happy and give me security and/or significance. 
o  My dreams/ideals are centered around you. 
o   I give you the power to make me happy or miserable. 
o   I expect you to live up to my created idol of a husband/wife/child. 
o   Because I treat you well, you should become what I expect. 
 

Idolatry and an idolizing spirit 
o   I look to you to supply things only God can supply, i.e. happiness, fulfillment, 

significance. 
o   You become the centre of my life orientation. 
o   I create (carve out) the idol in my mind which you need to become. 
o   I control/manipulate you to become my idol. 
o   You or I (my desires) become the centre of my dreams and expectations. 
 

The impact of idolatry 
o   Idolatry, not love, may be the leading cause of wanting to marry. 
o   The idoliser becomes the slave of the idol. We worship the idol, expecting it to 

benefit us. 
o  We have an “idol-train” of relationships. 
o   Our relationship with God may be idol-worship, with God as the idol. We worship 

Him with a list of expectations. 
 

In conclusion:  
o  We cannot love anyone we idolise. 
o   At the heart of most misery, anger and frustration is a disappointed expectation 

rooted in self-love. 
 

How God Loves 
o   One-sided, irrespective of return. 
o   No expectations or manipulation. 
o   He keeps on forgiving. 
o   Self sacrificially. 
o   He loves us even though we are “useless”. 
o   He gives and gives from the inside out. 
 

If we really love like God loves 
o  We will not have any selfish expectations 
o  We will not try to manipulate or control 
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o  We will keep on forgiving 
o  We will break down all idols. 
 
In conclusion: 
o   The value of a person will not be determined by what we can get from them. 
o   The value of a person is that they give me an opportunity to love as I have been 

loved by Jesus. 
o   The more useless they are, the more valuable they become. 
 

Our Love vs God’s Love 
Our love is: 

o   Externally determined (you are given the power to make me unhappy). 
o   Exchange determined (you need to earn my love or return it). 
o   Expectations determined (you have to meet the expectations of my love). 
 

God wants to change it to the pure love of his own heart, which is: 
o   Internally (and eternally) sourced. 
o   One-directionally unconditional. 
o   Intentional driven. 
 

Eternally sourced love is pure and creates no fear 
o   Dear friends, let us love one another, for love comes from God. Everyone who 

loves has been born of God and knows God. Whoever does not love does not know 
God, because God is love. This is how God showed his love among us: He sent his 
one and only son into the world that we might live through him. (1 John 4:7-9) 

o   And so we know and rely on the love God has for us. God is love. 
o  Whoever lives in love lives in God, and God in them. (1 John 4:16) 
o   It is clear, God and God alone should be the source of love. 
 

B.  Mommy comes first 
o   How we love our children’s mother is the first and primary relationship our 

children observe. 
o   To love our wives well is the core of our children’s security. 
o   Children grow up in an emotional “security complex” when they know that: 

-‐   Dad will never leave mommy (for better or for worse, until death do us part). 
-‐   Dad and mom will find a way to settle their conflicts. 
-‐   Dad and mom have a total commitment to respect, comfort and support each 

other. 
 

The security of no divorce 
o   God was there as a witness when you spoke your marriage vows to your young 

bride... God, not you, made marriage. 
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o   His spirit inhabits even the smallest details of marriage. And what does he want 
from marriage? Children of God, that’s what. So guard the spirit of marriage within 
you. Don’t cheat on your spouse. 

o   I hate divorce, says the God of Israel... You make God tired with all your talk by 
saying: “Judgment? God’s too nice to judge”. 

Malachi 2:14 – 17, The message) 
 

A father should be the thermostat of the house 
o   A thermometer measures temperature, a thermostat sets temperature. 
o  Mothers determine the emotional temperature in the house far more frequently 

than fathers. 
o   The leader is the most dominant ingredient in an emotional soup. (Daniel 

Goleman) 
o   To assume his God-given role as head of the house, a father needs to become the 

most dominant ingredient in the emotional soup. 
 

Daddy’s Home! 
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Time management 
18:00 – 19:00           = Play time 
19:00 – 19:30           = Dinner time 
19:30 – 20:15           = TV time 
20:15 – 20:30           = Bath time 
20:30 – Lights out = Story time 
 
A father needs emotional intelligence to create emotional stability 
1.  Self-awareness 
2.  Self-management 
3.  Social awareness 
4.  Relationship management 

 

Action Box 
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Fathers should lead the way in effective communication 
 

Investigative listening 

 
 

 
Degrees of communication 

Level 1: Chit chat 
This is very superficial e.g. “how are you”? 
Level 2: Facts 
This is when you share or ask for details, for instance, “How did you do on your test?” 
Level 3: Opinion or solutions 
This happens when you respond with your idea or suggest a solution to the issue at 
hand. 
Level 4: Feelings 
This happens when you connect with the person on a “feelings” level by reflecting 
that you understand more than the facts; you understand what the situation has 
done to the emotions of the person. 
Level 5: Total transparency 
This intimate communication is experienced when there is nothing hidden between 
two people. 
 

The most important thing to remember is: 
 Stay in the room of the feeling! 
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Listening skills 

The sender starts with an “I message”: 
Not “I think”, but “ I feel”... when.... 
The listener stays with the feeling until the sender feels understood by .... 

-‐   Lending an ear to the core emotion 
-‐   Reflecting what she/he hears 

Only then (if needed) move to solutions 
 

Listening skills – Example 
A: I feel 
B: Do you mean that...? 
A: No, what I try to say is... 
B: Do I understand correctly that...? 
A: Yes, that is what I want you to hear. 
B: Should I therefore...? 
 

Fathers are providers 
o   The idea of being accountable for others is not a concept widely believed in some 

individualistic cultures, but it is foundational in kingdom culture. 
o   Children should grow up with the sense of security that “my father will provide for 

me” 
 

Discuss 
What should the understanding be when husband and wife share the financial 
responsibility? 
 

The litmus of security 
How our children say, “Daddy’s home!” is very telling. 
 

Action Box 
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Essence:    Emotional security is determined by the emotional climate that the father 
                       creates at home. 
Outcome: Trainers should be able to convince fathers to become the emotional 
                       thermostats of the home and teach them how to practically create the right 
                       atmosphere in it. 
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Chapter 9 

A Father Affirms Potential 
Learning the language of building them up 

A Father Validates Potential 

John 14:12 
Anyone who has faith in me will do what I have been doing. He will do even greater 
things than these! 
John 20:21 
As the father has sent Me, I am sending you! 

2 Corinthians 5:20 
We are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God were making His appeal 
through us! 

2 Corinthians 6:1 
As God’s fellow workers we urge you…! 

 

o   A father needs to: 
- Realise that affirmation is vital  
- Affirm according to the needs of the season. 
- Affirm each child according to his or her gifts. 
- Confirm gender identity. 
- Release their children into destiny – the right of passage. 

 

The Importance of Affirmation 

o   Affirmation of positive behaviour produces far better developmental results than 
the correction of negative behaviour. 

o   Simply put, affirmation is a better educator than correction. 
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How to Affirm 

One Minute Affirmation 

o   Praise people immediately 
o   Tell people what they did right – be specific 
o   Tell people how good you feel about what they did right, and how it helps the 

organization and the other people who work there 
o   Stop for a moment of silence to let them ‘feel’ how good you feel. 
o   Encourage them to do more of the same 
o   Shake hands or touch people in a way that makes it clear that you support their 

success in the organization 
- Ken Blanchard, The One Minute Manager – 

Affirm According To The Needs of The Season 

 

 

Affirm each child according to his or her gifts, character and unique style 

o   Discover the gifts society generally would not affirm 
o   Affirm the unique values your child carries 
o   Know the social style of your child and affirm accordingly 
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 D I S C 

Characteristics Driver Inspirer Supporter Calculator 

Value to others Initiates 
change 

Creates 
enthusiasm 

Builds 
relationships 

Pursues 
excellence 

Motivated by Results, 
Challenges 

Recognition, 
Affirmation 

Relationships, 
Team harmony 

Quality, 
Excellence 

Strengths Gets things 
done 

Gets people 
motivated 

Good team 
player 

Accurate and 
precise 

Weaknesses Insensitive 
Impulsive, not 

detailed 
enough 

Doesn’t initiate, 
sacrifices results 

for harmony 

Too thorough 
and loses track 

of time 
Would improve 

by Listening Pausing Initiating Deciding 
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Confirm Gender Identity 

Fathers should constantly confirm the uniqueness of the gender of his children: 

o   Girls should be validated for their femininity and boys for their masculinity. 

Release Into Destiny:  The Rite Of Passage 

We suggest 2 ceremonies: 

o   12 – 14 years:  Release into young adulthood/squirehood (Bar/Bat Mitzvah or 
Bar/Bat Barakah) 

o   21 years:  Release into adulthood/knighthood 

Key elements of the Rite of Passage Ceremony: 

o   Symbol personifying the values of intended purpose of the person. 
o   Calling forth and affirmation of positive character qualities 
o   Recital of prophetic words (not forced) 
o   Confirmation of gender identity 
o   Pronouncement of specific personal blessing of father and mother 
o   Release into early adulthood or adulthood  
o   Symbolic acts 

An Example Of Symbols Used 

o   The 20’s:  A mirror as symbol of finding your own identity and how you see 
yourself. 

o   The 30’s:  A Swiss army knife to symbolize the adventure out there to discover and 
to live. 

o   The 40’s:  A medal as an image of the role that success and performance play. 
o   The 50’s:  A fingerprint as symbol of making your mark in life. 
o   The 60’s:  A chain with link representing the passing on of a legacy to following 

generations. 
o   The 70’s:  A laurel wreath for victory. 

 

Action Box 
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Essence:      The self-worth concept of a child is hugely influenced by the father’s 
                         affirmation 

Outcome:  Trainers should be able to train fathers on how to affirm their children in 
                        the right way, including launching them into the right phase of their life 
                        through rites of passage. 
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Chapter 10 
Restoring Damage 

Stepping from failure to restoration 
 

To restore damage from the past 

We bond in weakness, not in strength 
 
STOP playing the blame game 
o   Justifying yourself is the opposite of moving forward in weakness. 
o   If we don’t own our failures, we can’t correct them. 
o   A wrong reaction to a transgression is just as bad. 
 
STOP playing the shame game 
o   Self-pity is destructive; it enslaves, not liberates. 
o   Playing the victim doesn’t set us free or serve anyone. 
o   To own the problem, we need to step towards the solution, not towards the self-

pity spa. 
 

Confession follows owning the problem 
Make the specific appointment for this confession at a special place 
1.  Identify exactly what you are asking forgiveness for: “I was supposed to..., but 

because I was too self-absorbed in my work I...” 
2.  Acknowledge your own shortcoming: “I was immature, short tempered and...” 
3.  Mention the consequences that you realize could be detrimental to the other 

person: “ I am afraid that, because of my words/actions, you may live with 
insecurities.” 

4.  Show them you understand the severity of the transgression: “I wish I could just 
wish them away, but I understand they will not just disappear.” 

5.  Show you are sincere in wanting to put actions to your commitment: “I really want 
to be the dad God wants me to be from now on... I want to change from 
____________ to _______________.” 

6.  Show a vulnerable and humble heart: “I need forgiveness first. Please forgive me 
and give me a second chance.” 

7.  Acknowledge that grace is unmerited: “Thank you so much. I do not deserve this.” 
8.  Show your submission to an accountability structure around you: “I have asked a 

mentor to keep me accountable for this.” 
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Forward with intention 
Commitment towards intentional improvement follows: 
o   The father should apply all he has learned about fatherhood. 
o   The mother should strengthen his intentions by validation. 
o   Patience and humility should mark the repentant man. 
 
Support on the journey 
o   Fathers need a “restoration team.” 
o   The table of support should be fully occupied (see chapter 7) 
o   Become part of a practicing community 

-‐   To give and receive practical advice 
-‐   To give and receive emotional support 

 

 

Essence:   If we had failed our fatherhood, some damage can be restored if we know 
                      how to apologise correctly. 

Outcome: Trainers should be able to train fathers on how to restore damage done to 
                       children. 
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Chapter 11 
What About Mom? 

Empowering the team by loving as one 
 
The 5 Main Responsibilities of a Mother 
 
1.  Validating her husband 
2.  Imparting intimacy to their children 
3.  Nurturing and caring for their children 
4.  Maintaining the social networks for the family 
5.  Being the primary home-maker 
 

Validating Her Husband 
 
o   The influence of the mother on the first-born child is critical in influencing the 

other children. 
        First follower - > Peer impactor - > Other children 
o   The mother gives an attitude direction and practical demonstration to the 

children by following the father. 
o   To validate is to visibly and verbally affirm worth, ability and relevancy of a 

person. 
You affirm the value of who they are, and of what they are doing. 

o   The Bible emphasizes the value of validation by submission in the family context 
in Ephesians 5. 

o   God desires freely chosen submission.  He wants us to imitate his Son in his 
submission to God and in his sacrificial love towards us. 

o   Paul is calling us to love the other gender in the language that gender 
understands: 

Women need to feel loved, men need to feel respected. 
 

A United Front 
 

1.   The father and mother should be a united front in deciding on the moral 
environment for the children. 
Be careful not to critique each other in front of the children. 

2.   Be united by the transferal and interpretation of faith. 
The most important principle for a child to learn is the principle of obedience. 
Mothers generally have a better pulse of their children’s struggles and emotions. 
Fathers generally have the bigger picture in better focus. 

3.   Be united by the transferal and interpretation of accepted values: 
The father’s role is to confer identity (including the family values). 
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The mother’s role is to translate these values into practical terms. 
4.   Be united in affirmation: 

It is important that the father affirms the child. 
Mothers must encourage and support this. 

5.   Be united through family meetings: 
Family meetings create a sense of “Our decision” not a decision imposed on us. 

 
Imparting Intimacy to the Children 

 
o   Intimacy is the special connection between two people where words are not 

always necessary. 
o   The intimacy between husband and wife creates an environment in which 

intimacy can be transmitted. 
o   Children thrive in an atmosphere of harmony 
o   Intimacy is enhanced by: 

1. Being connected by the eyes 
-‐   Our eyes communicate connection of disconnection 
-‐   By watching mom’s eyes, children know if mom is connected with dad. 

2. By sharing wounds which unite 
-‐   Couples bare their hearts by being transparent 
-‐   We are attracted by strength, but bond through weakness 
-‐   The most intimate space is the space of pain 

3. By praying together  
-‐   Couples that pray together stay together 
-‐   Children need to see intimacy between mom and dad to cultivate 

intimacy in their own marriages. 
4. By getting in the room of the feeling 

-‐   To train yourself in intimacy, if you have not had it imparted to you by 
your mother since birth, is not an easy task. 

-‐   We must practice to stay in the room of the feelings of our spouses. 
o  Mother and child intimacy 

-‐   Intimacy between mother and child begins at birth 
-‐   This intimacy paves the way for intimacy with the father, family, 

extended family and friends. 
o   Intimacy protects 

-‐   It is so important that the mother nurtures this relationship of trust, 
transparency and intimacy with her child. 

-‐   Children must feel free to discuss any problems with their mothers – 
total transparency is needed. 
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o   Defining feelings 
-‐   Mothers are usually better at defining feelings. 
-‐   Building emotional openness helps our children connect with others. 

 
Nurturing and Caring for Children 

 
o   Love and affection 

-‐   The primary function of a wife is to love her husband and children. 
o   Nurturing environment 

-‐   A nurturing environment is a space where everyone can thrive. 
-‐   Physical, emotional, social, intellectual and spiritual dimensions must 

be nurtured. 
-‐   Don’t unduly pressure children; understand each child’s abilities and 

weaknesses. 
o   Smothering 

-‐   A mother’s protective nature is a powerful force, but if it gets too strong 
it becomes smothering. 

o   Releasing our sons 
-‐   Some mothers struggle to emotionally release their sons. 
-‐   It is important to release a son when he bonds with a significant lady of 

his choice. 
o   Emotional and medical care 

-‐   Woman were created to excel at this. 
-‐   A mother often has to compensate for the emotional shortcomings of 

the father. 
 

Maintaining Social Networks 
 
o   Serving the social concerns of the family 

-‐   Belonging is the deepest human need. 
o   Significant others 

-‐   Mothers are often the glue that keeps the family together. 
-‐   Mothers are largely responsible for the maintenance of the family’s 

social network. 
o  Modeling altruism 

-‐   Mothers have a natural caring instinct which naturally tends towards 
altruism. 

-‐   “Actions speak louder than words” – Demonstrate altruism 
practically. 

-‐   Mothers should teach children about love and care for animals, and 
for the environment. 
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o   Influence the children’s social skills 
-‐   Mothers have a great opportunity to observe and cultivate social skills 

of children. 
-‐   Mothers should create an inviting atmosphere for children’s friends.  

By knowing their friends, mothers can better guide children how to be 
a good friend. 

-‐   With this very transparent and intimate connection between mother 
and child, the way is paved for the child to share about all their 
relationships with mom. 

-‐   Mothers have a major role to play in helping the child develop 
responsible emotional management, not to be driven by emotional 
swings. 
 

Being the Primary Home Maker 
 
o  Welcome home 

-‐   Home is where I can be myself, where I can recharge and where I feel 
safe and accepted. 

o   Fun and games… and mother’s food 
-‐   Home should be a place of fun and joy. 

o   Connecting the dots 
-‐   Most mothers function well as the logistical coordinator of the house 

o   Role models 
-‐   Children know when mothers are being real – they need to see Jesus in 

them. 
-‐   Mothers are the point of reference for their sons and daughters. 

 

Action Box 
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Essence:   Mothers have 5 main responsibilities at home. 

Outcome:  Trainers should be able to teach fathers (or mothers) on their 5 main 
                        responsibilities at home. 
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Chapter 12 
The Single Mother 

Building the bridges of hope and support 
 

God Notices the Single Parent Mothers 
 
o   The single mother statistics are devastating 

-‐   In Seychelles, community leaders estimate that 90% of children are born to 
single mothers. 

-‐   In South Africa, 66% of children live with single mothers. 
-‐   (add statistics from your own region here). 

o   If you are a single mother in a forlorn situation, be assured that whatever your 
circumstances, God sees you. 

 
Being a Single Parent 

 
o   Being a single parent is tough and survival is the struggle of life. 
o   But: 

-‐   Single parents need training from the World Needs a Father 
-‐   You need to be intentional 
-‐   “It takes a village to raise a child” 
-‐   Fill all the chairs around your table of support – have your children do so as 

well 
-‐   Find a mentor family for a good example of how a healthy husband and wife 

(mother and father) functions 
-‐   Gather friends who can keep you true to your values and priorities 
-‐   Seeing the problem and being strategic about it may lead you to ask for help 

 
The Mentor Family 

 
o   The husband and wife of the mentor family must be: 

-‐   Trained by TWNAF. 
-‐   Grounded in the absolute authority of the Word. 
-‐   Filled by the Spirit. 
-‐   Be able to avoid and confront immoral activities. 
-‐   Teachable and accountable to someone for their own actions. 

o   How a single mother should find a mentor family: 
-‐   Look for a Godly man and wife who have a good relationship with their own 

children. 
-‐   Approach the wife and ask her if her family can play the role of a mentor 

family. 
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-‐   Explain the specific roles/responsibilities of a father that her children need in 
order to thrive. 

-‐   Explain that her children need to see healthy interaction between a husband 
and wife, as a model for them as they grow up. 
 

4 Essential Contributions from the Mentor Family 
 
1.  The presence of a father figure who: 
o   Represents God the Father to the children. 
o   Affirms their unique qualities and strengths. 
o   Disciplines them with moral authority. 
o   Leads the boys into manhood and the essentials of fatherhood. 
o  Makes the girls feel appreciated by a male figure. 
o   Helps the children understand their identity. 
o   Demonstrates the right behavior of a husband to his wife. 

 
2.  The validation of a value system 
o   It is imperative that the values of both parties are compatible. 
o   Talk through the practical application of key values, such as: 

-‐   Dating 
-‐   Drugs 
-‐   Discipline 
-‐   Family time 
-‐   Work ethics 
-‐   Etc. 

 
3.  Appropriate interventions and certain developmentally sensitive times 
o   The window opportunities for developmental elevation should be captured. 
o   These essential interventions should be agreed upon. 
o   In these interventions, the unique profiles of each child should be considered. 

 
4.  Bi-monthly family meetings 
o   The goal of these meetings is to foster the involvement of the children in decision 

making, family values and family rules. 
o   Helps children take ownership in family context. 

 
Before the First Family Meeting 

 
1.  A profile of each child and strategic developmental plan must be submitted.  This 

should include: 
o   The child’s preferences and unique traits 
o   Key events like birthdays and transition dates with rites of passage 
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o  Memory creating dates. 
2.  All this so that the mentoring father will know when affirming intervention is 

needed. 
3.  A prayer list.  Exchange prayer requests lists so the two families can pray for each 

other. 
4.  A list of your five most important values and three ways in which you would like 

to implement them.  These should be revised regularly. 
5.  A list of family rules and how discipline should happen.  This should be discussed.  

Being a united front in this is essential. 
6.  Give the mentoring family a copy of Appendix J (The family meeting). 
 

The Role of the Single Mother in the mentor Family 
 
1.  Most important:  Validate the father of the mentor family, specifically in values 

and discipline. 
2.  Affirm positive interaction between the mentor father and mother. 
     Build a reservoir of positive references for application in their own future families. 
3.  Keep track of what your children need at specific times to prompt the mentoring 

family to assist in this. 
4.  Have private meetings with the mentor parents to discuss issues. 
5.  Have regular family meetings without the mentor family.  This is to ensure 

ownership and not to allow your children to adopt a victim mentality. 
6.  Be on the lookout for how you can contribute to the children of the mentor family. 
 

The Roles of the Mentor Family 
 
1.  The most important role is that of laying the foundation of love and discipline. 
2.  The mentor father must be involved in a rite of passage with the children. 
3.  The single parent mother and the mentor mother should initiate the celebrations 

of her daughters. 
4.  The mentor family must also honor and respect the single mother as the pillar of 

her family.  Working together as a united front is essential.  Discuss and resolve 
differences privately. 
 

The Divorced Single Mother with Custody 
 
o   If the father of the children can play a positive role as the father: 

-‐   Apply all the rules as for the mentor family.  The father (and his wife if he 
marries again) plays the role of the mentor family. 

-‐   Refrain from criticizing their father and give affirmation for what he does right. 
-‐   Share the values you have chosen as a new family and ask for his support and 

contribution. 
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-‐   Share with him the important milestones and achievements. 
-‐   You still have a parenting relationship. 
-‐   Being a united front is the most essential. 
-‐   As a single mother parent, you have a huge task!  God will honor you if this is 

done right! 
 
Essence:   Single parent households (mainly led by mothers), should find a mentoring 
                      couple to substitute as much as possible of what children miss through the 
                      absence of a father. 

Outcome:  Trainers should be able to train single parent household leaders on how to 
                        minimize the effect of the absent fathers. 
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Chapter 13 
The World Needs A Father Movement 

 
Fighting This Fight Together 

 
Communities of Practice 

 
To help us to do what we now know, you need to be part of a community of practice: 
o   You need help with raising kids 
o   Knowing is easier that doing 
o   Fathers get children in the most ambitious time of their lives 
o   Kids should be grown by a community 
o   The practicing community helps to establish the DNA of the new fatherhood 

culture 
o   Cross-validation and constant reinforcement of the values will maintain the new 

culture. 
 

4 Key Aspects of the Learning Process 
 
1.  A new heart – We learn TO BE 
2.  New knowledge – We learn TO KNOW 
3.  New practical ideas – We learn TO DO 
4.  A new culture -We learn TO BE COMMUNITY 
o   Communities of practice help avoid a centralized organization where knowledge 

and power is centred at a ‘Head Office’. 
o  We need to maintain consistent, shared principles, but we should continue to 

distribute knowledge and power (decision making) to the small units of the 
practicing communities. 

 
Key Principles for the Movement are: 

 
1.  Influence, not management. 
o   The mission to establish the 4 main roles of a father should drive the movement 

and not the organizational infrastructure. 
2.  Constant purification of the movement 
o   The critique and advice of all will be welcomed to ensure constant purification of 

the movement. 
3.  Communities of practice make the decisions 
o   Decisions by the communities of practice will ensure the right contextualization 

within the movement. 
4.  The intelligence is spread throughout the system 
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o   Everyone is invited to make a contribution to the collective pool of knowledge and 
to improved structure. 

5.  Everyone wants to contribute:  Diversity, partnerships, inclusion, teams and 
sharing should always be essential values. 

6.  Life does not depend on the head:  The essential principles of empowerment and 
servant leadership protect us from top-down leadership. 

7.  The catalyst rule:  Catalysts provide an alternative route for action to occur and 
the activation energy for it – remember that questions stimulate catalytic effect 
more than statements. 

8.  Values are the organization:  Values should constantly be the motivating factor for 
promoting change. 

9.  Are the circles healthy?  The health of the movement is assessed in the circles. 
10.  Flatten or be flattened:  The movement should spread virally. 

 
Multiplication is Needed 

 
o   The size of the problem should be countered by the size of the solution. 
o  We want ‘Master Mentors’ to train facilitators who will train fathers. 
o   If every Master Mentor will train and mentor 20 Facilitators each year that will train 

50 fathers each year, then every Master Mentor will impact 1000 men each year.  
This Master Mentor we call a centurion. 

o   Every nation should train 100 000 men through this process each year. 
 

Partnering 
If you want to go fast, go alone; 

If you want to go far, go together! 
 
o  We hold to the concept of inclusive partnerships. 
o   One wedge that dams up the free flow of movements happens when we become 

doctrinaire. 
o  We will focus on that which we have in common. 
o   Our energy should flow outward towards the need, not inward towards our own 

benefit. 
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Beyond the Borders Of my House 
The figure below represents the reality in many nations 

 

 
 
 
o  We will win battles, but lose the war if we only try to address the problem of 

fatherlessness within our own homes. 
o   Our time calls for substitute fathers, mentoring families, foster care, adoption, 

extended families and sport coaches who will take up the responsibility of life-
coaching in society. 

o  We need the common will to all step beyond the borders of our comfort zone and 
father the fatherless! 

 
Passion is created in the tension between the crisis and the vision 
 

o  We have a crisis of fatherlessness; We have the vision of a Promised land by 
applying the fundamental responsibilities as taught in this book.  Let us therefore 
step passionately forth into our responsibilities! 
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  www.theworldneedsafather.com 

  gerhard@theworldneedsafather.com   +27(0)71 896 0022 

  cassie@churchsportsglobal.org    +27(0)82 854 3180 

Essence: TWNAF movement wants to essentially remain a movement and 
not become a hierarchical organization. 

Outcome: Trainers should be able to transfer the DNA of the movement and 
to encourage fathers to take up responsibilities beyond their own 
households. 
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Personal Notes 
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Personal Notes 


